
DAY 1 | MONDAY, OCTOBER 11
CONFERENCE OVERVIEW: What do effective presidents need to know and what practices must be consistently performed for an enduring and distinguished legacy? Gain 
key insights from veteran leaders that will sharpen your competency and expand your capacity to provide effective leadership in the president’s office. Designed for new and 
experienced presidents as well as leaders who aspire for future service, this conference is focused on executive skills, institutional oversight practices, board governance, 
and excellence in presidential professional and personal development.

 9:00 — 9:15 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS OF PARTICIPANTS & FACULTY

 9:15 — 10:15 SESSION 1:  THE KEY TO AUTHENTIC PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP
Presenter: Tommy Smith, President — Johnson University (TN)
Overview: The demands and pressures of presidential leadership can significantly erode the best of leaders.  The starting point for 
authentic leadership that endures the ebbs and flows of the leadership journey begins with your personal walk with the Lord.  Learn the 
importance of establishing a strong spiritual foundation on which your leadership ethic can be built.

 � Understand how to align your spiritual and leadership realities
 � Learn strategies that you can use to stay spiritual sharp
 � Discover the value of developing meaningful accountability relationships
 � Recognize the connection between personal spirituality and a theologically grounded leadership ethic

 10:15 — 10:45
 10:45 — 11:00

Q & A DISCUSSION
REFRESHMENT BREAK

 11:00 — 12:00 SESSION 2: PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP THROUGH RACIAL TENSIONS 
Presenter: Charles Ware, Executive Director, Grace Relations — College of Biblical Studies-Houston (TX)  
Overview: As a senior leader, you must lead with truth, training, and transformation through the confusing and divisive conversations 
about race relations on your campuses and community.  Engage with a former college president and leader at one of ABHE’s most diverse 
colleges who is passionate about providing a proper response to racial tensions grounded in biblical and theological principles.  Explore . . .

 � A Grace Relations dream – God’s mind, heart, and vision for unity with diversity   
 � Ways to assess the challenges and realities within your campus and community regarding race relations    
 � Internal and external expectations as we pursue unity with diversity, how to have “us and us” conversations that form  

collaborations to develop solutions for personal and communal change  
 � Brainstorm applications within different campus contexts   

 12:00 — 12:30 Q & A DISCUSSION

 12:30 — 12:45
 12:45 — 1:30

A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR — THE TIMOTHY GROUP
LUNCH — CATERED AT THE CONFERENCE CENTER

 1:45 — 2:45 SESSION 3: ENTREPRENEURIAL PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP 
Presenter: Dennis Bielfeldt, President  — Institute for Lutheran Theology (SD)
Overview: The function of the president carries with it a broad range of leadership responsibilities.  Learn how one president adapted 
business acumen to the office of president in the establishment of a synchronous online institute of biblical higher education, offering 
degrees from the AA through the PhD level. 

 � Understand business principles that translate well into higher education
 � Identify strategies to think outside the box of traditional approaches to biblical higher education
 � Research and identify revenue streams to increase cash flow for your institution
 � Learn how to anticipate the needs of the market and position your institution to meet those needs

 2:45 — 3:15
 3:15 — 3:30

Q & A DISCUSSION
REFRESHMENT BREAK

 3:30 — 4:30 SESSION 4: CHAMPIONING THE ACCREDITATION PROCESS 
Presenter: Lisa Beatty, Director – ABHE Commission on Accreditation (FL)
Overview: Quality assurance and improvement is at the core of ABHE accreditation.  Part of your responsibility is championing the 
accreditation process.  Hear from ABHE’s new Commission on Accreditation Director, Lisa Beatty as she unpacks strategies that you can 
use as president of your institution.  Consider . . .

 � Effective strategies to build positive momentum around the accreditation process
 � The relational dynamic between quality assurance and improvement
 � How to connect your quality assurance and improvement activities into budgeting and planning
 � Strategies to avoid falling into a 10-year cyclical pattern of quality assurance and improvement activity
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DAY 2 | TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12
 9:00 — 9:15 WELCOME AND REVIEW

 9:15 — 10:15 SESSION 5:  CONNECTING BIBLICAL HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE CHURCH
Presenter: Mark Pettus, President — Highlands College (AL)
Overview: Several of ABHE’s newest members are colleges started within the context of the church for the church.  This trend 
resembles the founding of the Bible college movement over 140 years ago.  Hear from a college president who is leading a college in 
this renewed wave of biblical higher education.

 � Understand the critical connection between biblical higher education and the Church
 � Learn how to position your college in such a way that it serves the Church 
 � Discover ways that you can establish a stronger link with the Church
 � Identify tensions that work against a strong college-Church connection

 10:15 — 10:45
 10:45 — 11:00

Q & A DISCUSSION
REFRESHMENT BREAK

 11:00 — 12:00 SESSION 6: WHO DOES HR WORK FOR? 
Presenter: Mark Griffin, CEO — In His Name HR (PA)
Overview: One of the more significant tensions on your campus revolves around the role of your HR department.  Do they represent 
the interests of the institution or are they advocates for employees?  Consider how a proper understanding of the HR department’s role 
within the institution leads towards a healthy management of complex personnel tensions, including . . .

 � An ideological approach for your HR department that contributes to a healthy understanding of the HR department role
 � The full spectrum of what an HR department is legally and ethically bound to manage
 � Key personality and professional HR leader traits conducive to a healthy context for complex and tension-filled conversations
 � Techniques that you can use to foster a positive relationship with your HR department

 12:00 — 12:30 Q & A DISCUSSION

 12:30 — 1:30 LUNCH — CATERED AT THE CONFERENCE CENTER

 1:45 — 2:45 SESSION 7: THROUGH CRISIS, CRITICISM, & CHANGE; PRACTICING PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP WHEN 
IT MATTERS MOST
Presenter:  Todd Williams, President — Cairn University (PA)
Overview: The role and responsibilities of the president are usually well defined. The expectations for presidents from the variety 
of constituents served are also usually well understood. Presidents set direction, promote the mission and vision, shape the ethos, 
raise money, etc. But when there is serious change to navigate, a crisis to manage and weather, and criticism to absorb and address 
regarding personal or institutional actions and decisions, something more is required of the president. Discover . . .

 � How to apply biblical wisdom in carrying out the president’s calling
 � Lessons learned in how to navigate institutional change with internal and external constituencies
 � How to absorb criticism in healthy ways

 2:45 — 3:15
 3:15 — 3:30

Q & A DISCUSSION
REFRESHMENT BREAK

 3:30 — 4:30 SESSION 8: THE PRESIDENT’S ROLE IN RECRUITING STUDENTS
Presenter: Angela Richey, President — Life Pacific University (CA)
Overview: Theoretically, there’s not a function within a college or university that the president can’t influence.  Practically, there’s no 
way the president can equally distribute his or her time across all departments.  Instead, the President must pick and choose how to 
invest his or her time for maximum impact.  One of the most important (if not THE most important) functions that needs presidential 
engagement is the recruitment of students.

 � Learn why the president’s connection with the recruitment team and the recruitment process is so important
 � Discover the most impactful strategies the president can use to recruit mission fit students
 � Understand how to leverage presidential influence over the recruitment process
 � Capture the value of presidential engagement in retaining students through to completion

 4:30 — 5:00
 6:00

Q & A DISCUSSION
DINNER & FELLOWSHIP

 4:30 — 5:00
 6:00

Q & A DISCUSSION
DINNER & FELLOWSHIP

DAY 1  [CONT’D]
IN APPRECIATION FOR OUR CONFERENCE SPONSOR


